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GROW YOUR BUSINESS
Customized speaking topics designed to meet
your event needs and engage audiences.

How To Find Opportunities. Create A
Connection.
Anyone can find opportunity. The more action you take
and NETWORK LIKE CRAZY, the more opportunities you
will have to make a connection. The more conversations
you have with others, the more opportunities that will
result in an infinite number of possibilities for you to
embrace and close the gap between where you are
today and where you want to be tomorrow.

Continuing Education. The Road Map to
Profitability.
You’re a leader who has all this expertise that you want
to share with the world. But where do you begin? Or
you’ve already created learning opportunities like
education programs, internal training programs, or
perhaps retreats, workshops or online courses. Unlike
the Field of Dreams, you’ve built a program but they
didn’t come. Millions of professionals across the globe are
required to earn their professional development credits,
so let’s give them YOU as the opportunity.

An entrepreneur and former private investigator, Lisa has
a unique set of investigative skills as a strategic thinker
that she uses working with some of the most recognized
thought-leaders in the world, educators and business
owners. No rock unturned. No opportunity overlooked.
Helping them adapt and pivot to execute adaptive
advantages that help them generate more money and gain
more influence.

WHY HIRE LISA
Dynamic, Interactive, Energetic
Ahead of all deadlines for delivery
Very active on Social Media
Adaptable to changes with venue, program
Make people laugh, inspire action.

Lisa was very interactive with her audience, gifted her
videographer content and went beyond supporting
me for future events.
Lynda Bergeron Team Lead, Member Engagement, CPHR

Lisa is as passionate and engaging on stage as she is off stage. Lisa is
committed to her audience’s self-improvement and career success. Her
message includes her experiences as an entrepreneur and real selfstarter.
Patricia Fripp, CSP, CPAE. Hall of Fame Professional Speaker, Past Pres.
National Speakers Association

780.819.9912
LISA@LisaPatrick.ca
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